A fast image encryption system based on substitution and diffusion was proposed, which includes one covering process, one substitution process and two diffusion processes. At first, Chen's chaotic system together with an external 256-bit long secret key was used to generate the key streams for image encryption, in which the initial values of Chen's chaotic system were regarded as the public key. Then the plain image was masked by the covering process. After that the resulting image was substituted with the disturbed S-Box of AES. Finally, the substituted image was diffused twice with the add-modulo operations as the core to obtain the cipher image. Simulation analysis and comparison results with AES and some existing image cryptosystems show that the proposed image cryptosystem possesses the merits of fast encryption/decryption speed, good statistical characteristics, strong sensitivity and etc., and can be used as a candidate system of network security communication.
Introduction
Chaotic image cryptology research has become a hotspot in the field of information security. And that includes three main research directions: First is to study the new chaotic systems which can produce cryptographic key streams [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The direction serves as an important application of chaos theory to give birth to the study of new chaotic systems. Second is to study the new image encryption schemes [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The research results of this direction show that the variety of novel image confusion and diffusion algorithms has emerged in recent decades. Third is to study the crypto-analysis of image cryptosystem [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Accompanied by the emergence of a large number of image encryption systems, quantities of crypto-analysis systems have been proposed, which are simulating the further research on new high-intensity image cryptography.
Recently, Zhang and Tang suggested an image cryptosystem with identical encryption and decryption algorithm [16] . The length of secret key is 64d bits (where, d is a positive integer). The encryption/decryption process consists of two diffusion operations, two matrix rotations and one plaintext-related scrambling. Due to skillful using the matrix rotations, the encryption process and decryption process in their scheme share the same algorithm. Chai et al. proposed an image encryption system using the memristive hyper-chaotic system, DNA encoding and cellular automaton [17] . The system employed the SHA-256 Hash value of plain image as the secret key of size 256 bits. The secret key was then converted into four initial values of memristive hyper-chaotic system to iteratively generate the key streams. Finally, the key streams were used in confusion and diffusion processes under the rules of DNA encoding and cellular automaton. From the point of view of cryptography, Chai et al.'s system is essentially a complex one-time pad system, which has certain theoretical research value, but almost no application value. Diaconu presented a new image encryption system using bit-level permutation [18] . In this system each row of image was converted into a bit sequence, and the bit-shift operation was based on the whole row of bit sequence. This algorithm is very suitable for hardware implementation, but not suitable for computer software implementation. At the same time, Fan et al. cracked this image encryption system by means of chosen plaintext attack [19] . Zhang et al. delivered an image encryption algorithm with typical confusion-diffusion architecture based on Chen's chaotic system and 3D Cat map [20] . In order to improve the processing speed of encryption, their scheme used 3D bit permutation algorithm based on sorting method and 3D Cat transform matrix. However, Zhang et al. pointed out that the system in [20] cannot frustrate the chosen plaintext attack [21] .
All of the aforesaid image encryption systems used the confusion-diffusion architecture. In this architecture the diffusion algorithms usually employ add-then-modulo operation or XOR operation, while the confusion algorithms are the main innovation points of cryptographic scheme [22] . However, some of the research results have obvious security vulnerabilities, so as to fail in confronting the chosen/known plaintext attacks [19, 21] . Aiming at reducing the above security problems as much as possible, this paper proposed a novel image cryptosystem based on the combination of substitution and diffusion algorithms. The substitution technology instead of confusion is used for image information hiding, hoping to get better information security performance. This paper starts with the research on key streams generator with an external key and the Chen's chaotic system. The initial values of Chen's system are taken as the public key. Then, the key streams are used to cover the plain image. After that the covered image is encrypted into cipher image by means of substitution-diffusion-diffusion architecture. Finally, the simulation test and theoretical analysis are performed to verify that the proposed image cryptosystem possesses good security characteristics and fast encryption/decryption speed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the chaotic pseudo random sequence generator; Section 3 details the structure of proposed image cryptosystem and its algorithm implementation steps; Section 4 gives the typical representatives of simulation results; Section 5 performs the security performance analyses of proposed image cryptosystem, and compares them with some of existing image cryptosystems; Finally, Section 6 summarizes the full paper.
Pseudo random sequence generator
Chaotic systems are widely used to generate pseudo random sequences due to their extreme sensitivity to initial values and parameters, and ergodicity of state space. This section presents a method for generating pseudo random sequences by multiple initial states acting on a chaotic system. Without losing generality, take a one-dimensional chaotic system as an example. Assume that the discrete state evolution equation of one-dimensional chaotic system is described by x(n)=F(x(n-1);u) (1) Where, u is the parameter vector, and x(n) is the n-th state. Now, let there be a total of k pieces of initial states, denoted by {s i }, i=1,2,...,k. The steps of generating pseudo random sequences are as follows:
Step 1. Randomly take a state value x 0 from the state space of Eq. (1) as the initial value of Eq. (1), then iterate it for l times (l>10). Denote the last 10 iteration values as {x l-9 ,x l-8 ,x l-7 ,...,x l-1 ,x l }, and then calculate λ by the following formula
Where, |x| returns the absolute value of x.
Step 2. Let i=1.
Step 3. Let new x l =(1-λ)x l +λs i . Take the new x l as the initial value x 0 of Eq. (1), and then iterate it for l times. Denote the last 10 iteration values as {x l-9 ,x l-8 ,x l-7 ,...,x l-1 ,x l }, and then calculate the new λ also by Eq. (2).
Step 4. Let i=i+1. If i<k, then jump to Step 3; otherwise, continue to Step 5.
Step 5. Let new x l =(1-λ)x l +λs k . Take the new x l as the initial value x 0 of Eq. (1), and then iterate it for l times to bypass the transient state. Then, continue to iterate Eq. (1) for L times to get a floating-point state sequence of length L, denoted by x={x j ,j=1,2,...,L}.
Step 6. Convert the sequence x into an integer sequence, denoted by t={t j ,j=1,2,...,L}, using the following formula. t j =(|x j |×2 32 ) mod 256, j=1,2,...,L (3) And the sequence t is the key stream for image encryption. For a multidimensional chaotic system, one can choose an optional state form the state vector of discretized state equation as the role of the above x of one-dimensional chaotic system. Then, one can use the above method to generate pseudo random sequence by multiple initial states acting on the multidimensional chaotic system.
The proposed image cryptosystem is as shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 , three pseudo random matrices X, Y and Z, and three pseudo random numbers r 1 , r 2 and r 3 , are generated by the secret key K with the help of key stream generator. Here, the secret key K used is of length 256 bits and consists of 32 pieces of 8-bit unsigned bytes, namely, K={K i , i=1,2,...,32}, where, each K i is a byte. The K is transformed into 32 pieces of initial states, denoted by s={s i , i=1,2,...,32}, using the following formula.
Fig. 1. Proposed image cryptosystem
Any chaotic system that can generate cryptographic pseudo random numbers can be chosen as the mapping F in Eq. (1). Here, Chen's chaotic system [23] is selected, and its formula is as follows.
Where, a=35, b=3, c∈ [20,28.4] . When c=28 (used in this paper), the phase portrait of Chen's system is as shown in Fig. 2 (with the size of discretized step being 0.002). Then, generate X, Y, Z, r 1 , r 2 and r 3 form the sequence t with the following formulae.
..,M, j=1,2,...,N (7) r 1 =t 3MN+1 , r 2 =t 3MN+2 , r 3 =t 3MN+3 (8) The matrices X, Y and Z and the pseudo random number r 1 , r 2 and r 3 are the key streams of proposed image cryptosystem.
To prove that the sequence t possesses good cryptographic characteristics, the test items of FIPS140-2 [24] , such as Monobit test, Poker test, Runs test and Long run test, are performed on the sequence t. Without loss of generality, assume that the initial values of Chen's system are (x 0 ,y 0 ,z 0 ) = (0.56, 0.809, 12.347), the step size is 0.002, l=100, and the secret key K={65, 212, 155, 202, 4, 27, 202, 161, 7, 233, 146, 36, 229, 154, 157, 109, 193, 182, 117, 206, 39, 244, 177, 216, 34, 255, 74, 55, 12, 223, 205 , 112}(in decimal format). By the above method a sequence t of length 2500 bytes is obtained. Then, the sequence t is converted into a bit sequence of length 20000 bits, whose test results are listed in Table 1 . As can be seen from Table 1 , the sequence t passes all the test items of FIPS140-2, which shows that the proposed pseudo random number generator can produce cryptographic pseudo random sequences with good statistical characteristics.
The following analyzes the autocorrelation of the sequence t. Convert t into a sequence of zero mean, denoted by s, with the following formula. s(i)=2t(i)-255, i=1,2,...,L (9) Where, L=12000, and t is generated by the above method with the same initial values and secret key K. Then, calculate the cyclic autocorrelation of s and illustrate the result of correlation coefficient in Fig. 3 .
Fig. 3. Cyclic autocorrelation of sequence s
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the correlation coefficient curve of the sequence s is thumbtack-like, which shows that the sequence s (or its predecessor sequence t) has no correlation between the cyclic-shift sequences. So the adjacent data in the sequence t are not predictable, i.e. the sequence t can be used as the key stream for image encryption.
Image cryptosystem
In the proposed image cryptosystem shown in Fig. 1 , the encryption process includes one covering operation, one substitution process and two diffusion processes. The decryption process is the inverse of the encryption process. Both the encryption process and the decryption process have no permutation or confusion process. In Fig. 1 , the plain image P is assumed to be an 8-bit grayscale image of size M×N, and the secret key K is of length 256 bits. The matrices X, Y and Z and the three pseudo random numbers r 1 , r 2 and r 3 used as the key streams in encryption/decryption process are generated by the method described in Section 2 with the secret key K. The details of encryption and decryption processes are as follows.
(1) Covering operation and its inverse From Fig. 1 , the covering operation converts the plain image P into a matrix, denoted by A, using the following formula.
Where, ⊕ represents bitwise XOR (exclusive or) operation (the same meaning thereinafter). The covering operation uses the matrix X to mask the plain image P with the XOR operation. Because the XOR operation is invertible, the inverse of Eq. (10) is as follows.
From Eq. (11), one can recover P from A with the help of X.
(
2) Substitution process and its inverse
The S-Box of AES [25] shown in Table 2 is used in the substitution process. For any 8-bit byte a, its higher 4 bits are considered as x, and the lower 4 bits as y, then one can get a unique 8-bit byte b by looking up the Table 2 with the coordinates (x,y), which is denoted by
The concrete steps of substitution are as follows.
Step 1. XOR each element of S-Box in Table 2 with r 1 to get a new S-Box. The new S-Box is employed in the following steps.
Step
Let T(1,1)=[A(1,1)+r 2 ] mod 256, and obtain B(1,1) from T(1,1) by looking up the S-Box. This process is denoted by [A(1,1)+r 2 ] mod 256 = T(1,1)
Step 3. Let j=2 to N, then perform the following for each j.
Step 4. Replace A(2,1) by B(2,1) with the following formula.
[A(2,1)+A(1,1)+A(1,N)+T(1,1)+T(1,N)] mod 256 = T(2,1)
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[A(i,j)+A(i,j-1)+A(i-1,j)+T(i,j-1)+T(i-1,j)] mod 256 = T(i,j)
After the above processing, the matrix A is replaced by the matrix B with the help of r 1 , r 2 and S-Box.
The above substitution process is reversible, and the matrix A can be recovered from the matrix B with the help of r 1 , r 2 and S-Box. The inverse of the substitution is as follows:
Step 1. Denote the inverse of S-Box in Table 2 by S-Box -1 .
Step 2. XOR each element of B with r 1 to get a new matrix, denoted by G.
Step 3. Obtain T(1,1) from G(1,1) by looking up S-Box -1 , then get A(1,1) by calculating [T(1,1)-r 2 +256] mod 256. This process is denoted by
Step 4. Let j=2 to N, then carry out the following formula for each j.
Step 5. Recover A(2,1) from G(2,1) by the following formula.
G(2,1)
Step 6. Let i=3 to M, then do the following formula for each i.
Step 7. Let i=2 to M, and j=2 to N, then do the following formula for each combination of i and j. (22) After the above processing, the matrix A is recovered from the matrix B with the help of r 1 , r 2 and S-Box.
3) Diffusion-I process and its inverse
The diffusion process disperses the information of each pixel in the original image to as many pixels as possible to get the resultant image. The multiplication based on Galois field GF (2 8 ) is used in the diffusion process with the primitive polynomial being m(x)=x 8 +x 4 +x 3 +x+1. In Fig. 1 , the diffusion process includes two stages, namely, the diffusion-I and the diffusion-II. The latter will be discussed in the next part labeled with (4) of subhead. The specific steps of diffusion-I process are as follows:
Step Step 5. Let i=M-1 to 1, and j=N-1 to 1, then calculate D(i,j) for each combination of i and j with the following formula.
D(i,j)={B(i,j)+Y(i,j)•[D(i,j+1)⊕B(i+1,j)]+[Y(i,j)⊕128]•[D(i+1,j)⊕B(i,j+1)]} mod 256 (27)
After the above processing, one can get the matrix D from the matrices B and Y.
The diffusion-I process is reversible, and its inverse process recovers B from D and Y with the following steps:
Step Step 4. Let i=M-2 to 1, then calculate B(i,N) for each i with the following formula.
Step 5. Let i=M-1 to 1, and j=N-1 to 1, then calculate B(i,j) for each combination of i and j with the following formula.
]} mod 256 (32) After the above processing, one can recover B from D and Y. (4) Diffusion-II process and its inverse From Fig. 1 , the diffusion-II produces the cipher image C from the matrices D, Z and r 3 . The concrete steps of diffusion-II are as follows.
Step 1. Obtain C(1,1) from D(1,1), Z(1,1) and r 3 with the following formula.
C(1,1)=[D(1,1)+Z(1,1) + r 3 ] mod 256 (33)
Step 2. Let j=2 to N, then calculate C(1,j) for each j with the following formula.
C(1,j)=[D(1,j)+D(1,j-1)+Z(1,j)] mod 256 (34)
Step 3. Generate C(2,1) from D(2,1), Z(2,1) and D(1,N) with the following formula.
C(2,1)=[D(2,1)+D(1,N)+Z(2,1)] mod 256 (35)
Step 4. Let i=3 to M, then calculate C(i,1) for each i with the following formula.
C(i,1)=[D(i,1)+D(i-1,1)+Z(i,1)] mod 256 (36)
Step 5. Let i=2 to M, and j=2 to N, then calculate C(i,j) for each combination of i and j with the following formula.
C(i,j)=[D(i,j)+D(i,j-1)+D(i-1,j)+Z(i,j)] mod 256
(37) After the above processing, one can get the cipher image C from D, Z and r 3 . The above diffusion-II is reversible, and its inverse process recovers D from C, Z and r 3 . And the concrete steps of the inverse process of diffusion-II are as follows:
Step 1. Obtain D(1,1) from C(1,1), Z(1,1) and r 3 with the following formula. D(i,j-1) -D(i-1,j)-Z(i,j) ] mod 256 (42) After the above processing, the matrix D is recovered from C with the help of Z.
Simulation results
The computer used is configured with Intel Core i7-4720HQ CPU and 8GB DDR3L memory. And C# language based on Visual Studio 2017 Community Edition is used to program the proposed algorithm. Without losing generality, the 8-bit grayscale images of Lena, Baboon, Pepper, All-black image and All-white image are used in the simulation test (where, the images of Lena, Baboon and Pepper are from the USC-SIPI Image Database which is freely available at http://sipi.usc.edu/database/). And these images are all of size 256×256 pixels, and are shown in Figs. 4a-4e , respectively. In the test, the secret key K={255, 138, 130, 97, 14, 17, 172, 88, 194, 103, 0, 137, 234, 71, 208, 26, 26, 243, 207, 231, 15, 113, 130, 61, 252, 217, 9, 243, 21, 254 , 80, 143} (in decimal format), the parameters of Chen's system (a, b, c) = (25, 3, 28) , and the public key, i.e. the initial values of Chen's system, (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) = (-8.319, 12.0456, 36.789). Now, the proposed image encryption system is used to encrypt the plain images (as shown in Figs. 4a-4e , respectively), and the resultant cipher images are as shown in Figs. 4f-4j , respectively. Then the proposed image decryption system is used to decrypt the cipher images (as shown in Figs. 4f-4j, respectively) , and the recovered images are as shown in Figs. 4k-4o , respectively. The images in Figs. 4k-4o are exactly the same as the original plain images of Figs. 4a-4e , respectively, indicating that the proposed image cryptosystem works properly. images of (f)-(j), respectively.
Security performance analysis

Key space
Currently, the information security standard issued by NIST is AES, and its key length is 128, 192 or 256 bits. And NSA (National Security Agency) claimed that AES with key length of 192 or 256 bits can be used to encrypt the top secret level documents. Referring to the key length of AES, the key length of proposed image cryptosystem is 256 bits. Therefore, the key space of proposed cryptosystem is of size 2 256 , about 1.1579×10 77 . Combining with the encryption/decryption speed in Section 5.4, the ability of proposed cryptosystem against the exhaustive attack will be discussed there.
In the proposed image cryptosystem, the initial values of Chen's system, i.e. x 0 , y 0 and z 0 , are open data and serve as the public key. Where, x 0 ∈[-19.23,24.27], y 0 ∈[-21.03, 27 .47] and z 0 ∈[6.86,44.00]. And the step size respecting x 0 , y 0 and z 0 is 10 -13 . Therefore, the size of public key space is about 7.8356×10 43 , equivalent to the public key length being about 146 bits. The sensitivity of public key will be discussed in Section 5.3.4.
Statistical characteristics analysis
Histogram analysis
The histogram directly reflects the distribution of pixels of each gray value in the image. Figs. 5f-5j , respectively. Intuitively, the histograms of plain images have obvious fluctuations, while the histograms of cipher images are fairly flat. Therefore, there is distinguishable difference between them. The quantitative analysis on the difference between the histograms of plain and cipher images is described below.
It is well known that an 8-bit M×N sized grayscale image I characterized with uniform distribution has the mean E(I) and variance Var(I) as follows. However, for a certain 8-bit grayscale image J of size M×N, whose pixel values are in unknown distribution, one can calculate its mean E(J) and variance Var(J) as follows. In Table 3 , the mean and variance of each histogram in Figs. 5a-5e correspond sequentially to the mean and variance of each plain image in Figs. 4a-4e. Table 3 shows the differences between the plain images and uniformly distributed image in both mean and variance are significantly large, especially the minimum relative error of variance is greater than 40.44%. However in Table 4 , the mean and variance of each histogram in Figs. 5f-5j correspond sequentially to the mean and variance of each plain image in Figs. 4f-4j. And Table 4 shows the differences between the cipher images and uniformly distributed image in both mean and variance are fairly small, and the maximum relative error of variance is less than 0.39%. These demonstrate that the histograms of cipher images are very close to the uniform distribution, so the cipher images can resist the attack based on histogram analysis.
Correlation analysis
In general, plain images have a strong correlation between adjacent pixels. While the image encryption algorithm will destroy the correlation seriously to make the adjacent pixels in ciphered images completely irrelevant. The correlation coefficient is usually used to measure the correlation between adjacent pixels of images. Assume that randomly select K pairs of adjacent pixels from the image, and denote their values by (u i ,v i ), i=1,2,...,K, then the correlation coefficient r can be calculated with the following formula.
Where, E(u) and E(v) are separately the mean values of sequences {u i } and {v i }, i=1,2,...,K. From Eq. (47), when r gets close to 1 or -1, the correlation gets strong; when r gets close to 0, the correlation gets weak; when r=0, there is no correlation between u and v.
Without loss of generality, take the plain images Figs. 4a-4e and their corresponding cipher images Figs. 4f-4j as examples to discuss the correlation issue. Here, let K=2000, and then from the tested images randomly select K pairs of adjacent pixels in horizontal, vertical, diagonal and counter-diagonal directions respectively to calculate the correlation coefficients, and list the results in Table 5 . Table 5 . Results of correlation coefficients.
Image
Horizontal Vertical Diagonal Counter-diagonal Lena Plain (Fig. 4a ) 0.96572 0.93161 0.91500 0.93761 Cipher (Fig. 4f) 0.00070 -0.01385 0.00020 0.01186 Baboon Plain (Fig. 4b) 0.84340 0.87903 0.78298 0.80757 Cipher (Fig. 4g) 0.00438 -0.00261 0.00135 0.00883
Pepper Plain (Fig. 4c ) 0.97261 0.96512 0.92994 0.93890 Cipher (Fig. 4h ) -0.01168 -0.00033 0.01072 -0.01327
All-black Plain (Fig. 4d) 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
Cipher (Fig. 4i) -0.00592 0.03098 -0.01783 -0.04287
All-white Plain (Fig. 4e) 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 Cipher (Fig. 4j ) 0.00142 0.01309 -0.00976 -0.00590
In Table 5 , the correlation coefficient of each plain image is close to 1 (and both All-black and All-white images are linearly correlated, and their correlation coefficients are both 1), i.e. the adjacent pixels in plain images have a strong positive correlation. However, the correlation coefficient of each cipher image is close to 0, i.e. the adjacent pixels in cipher images are approximately uncorrelated. Therefore, Table 5 shows that the proposed image encryption algorithm completely removes the correlation between adjacent pixels in the original images.
To visually compare the correlation characteristics between plain and cipher images, Fig.  6 illustrates the correlations of Fig. 4a (i.e. Lena) and Fig. 4f (i.e. Lena's cipher image) both in horizontal direction. In Fig. 6a, 2000 pairs of selected adjacent pixels of Lena in horizontal direction are concentrated nearby the line of y=x, while, in Fig. 6b, 2000 pairs of selected adjacent pixels of Lena's cipher image in horizontal direction are dispersed in the whole phase portrait. Thereby, Fig. 6 shows that the proposed image encryption algorithm effectively eliminates the correlation between adjacent pixels in the original images.
Information entropy analysis
The information entropy of an image reflects the uncertainty of the image information. For an 8-bit grayscale image with occurrence frequency p(i) for gray value i, its information entropy H is described as follows. (Fig. 4a) ; (b) Case of Lena's cipher image (Fig. 4f) Obviously, an 8-bit grayscale random image has the maximum uncertainty, and its information entropy gets to the maximum value of 8 bits. Generally, the information entropies of images with visual information are obviously less than 8 bits. Whereas the information entropies of cipher images are expected to be close to 8 bits. Here, the information entropies of the plain images Lena, Baboon, Pepper, All-black and All-white (see Figs. 4a-4e , respectively) and their corresponding cipher images (see Figs. 4f-4j , respectively) are separately calculated with Eq. (48), and the results are listed in Table 6 . In Table 6 , the information entropies of Lena, Baboon and Pepper are all less than 8 bits with the minimum relative error of 5.44%, and the information entropies of All-black and All-white are both 0. Whereas the information entropies of cipher images are all close to 8 bits with the maximum relative error of 0.042%. These demonstrate that the cipher images are similar to noise-like images hiding the visual information perfectly.
Sensitivity analysis
In general, the sensitivity analysis of image cryptosystem includes three aspects, i.e. secret key sensitivity analysis, plaintext sensitivity analysis and cipher-text sensitivity analysis. Moreover, in the proposed cryptosystem, the initial values of Chen's system are regarded as public key, so the public key sensitivity analysis is also discussed in this part.
Two important indicators, known as NPCR and UACI [26] , are widely used in the sensitivity analysis. NPCR (number of pixels change rate) measures the number of different pixels between two same sized images. And UACI (unified average changing intensity) measures the degree of difference between two same sized images. Assume that two M×N sized images are denoted by I 1 and I 2 , respectively, then NPCR and UACI can be calculated by the following formulae.
Where, Sign(x) is the sign function, which returns 1 if x>0, 0 if x=0, or -1 if x<0.
For two random images of the same size, the expected values of NPCR and UACI are 99.6094% and 33.4635%, respectively. If an image is one of the Figs. 4a-4e and the other is a random image of the same size, the expected values of NPCR and UACI are as shown in Table 7 . Table 7 . The expected values of NPCR and UACI between a random image R and a plain image Index R and Lana (Fig. 4a) R and Baboon (Fig. 4b) R and Pepper (Fig. 4c) R and All-black (Fig.  4d) R and All-white ( Fig. 4e 
Secret key sensitivity
Secret key sensitivity investigates that the influence of tiny changes of secret keys on the ciphered images in encryption system or on the recovered images in decryption system. Excellent image cryptosystem must have a good sensitivity on secret keys, i.e. the tiny changes of each secret key will lead to completely different resultant images both in encryption and decryption systems. The secret key sensitivity analysis includes two cases, i.e. the key sensitivity analysis of the encryption system and the key sensitivity analysis of the decryption system.
The process of key sensitivity analysis of the encryption system is as follows: Firstly, randomly generate a secret key of length 256 bits, and then randomly change its value by 1 bit to get a new key. Secondly, encrypt one plain image with these two keys to get two corresponding cipher images. Thirdly, calculate the values of NPCR and UACI between these two cipher images. Finally, repeat the test for 100 times to calculate the average values of NPCR and UACI, and then list the results in Table 8 .
The process of key sensitivity analysis of the decryption system is as follows: Firstly, randomly generate a secret key of length 256 bits, denoted by K 1 . And then use K 1 to encrypt a plain image P 1 to get its corresponding cipher image C 1 . Secondly, randomly change the key K 1 by 1 bit to get a new key, denoted by K 2 . Thirdly, use the key K 2 to decrypt the cipher image C 1 to get the recovered image, denoted by P 2 . Fourthly, calculate the values of NPCR and UACI between P 1 and P 2 . Finally, repeat the test for 100 times to calculate the average values of NPCR and UACI, and then list the results in Table 9 .
Here, without loss of generality, the images in Figs. 4a-4e (i.e. Lena, Baboon, Pepper, All-black and All-white images, respectively) are used as the tested images, and the initial values of Chen's system (i.e. public key) are set to (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )=(-8.319, 12.0456, 36.789). Tables 8-9 show the tested values of NPCR and UACI are both close to their theoretical values with the maximum relative error of 0.034% in both encryption and decryption systems, thereby indicating that the proposed cryptosystem possesses a strong sensitivity on secret keys.
Plaintext sensitivity
The plaintext sensitivity measures the degree of influence of tiny changes in plain images on the image encryption system. Excellent image encryption system must have a good plaintext sensitivity, i.e. the tiny changes of each plain image inputted into the image encryption system will cause two completely different encrypted images.
Here, the images in Figs. 4a-4e (i.e. Lena, Baboon, Pepper, All-black and All-white images, respectively) are taken as examples in the plaintext sensitivity test. Firstly, make slight change for each plain image (i.e. change its one random pixel's value by 1) to obtain one pair of images with only one different pixel. Secondly, encrypt these two images with the proposed image encryption system (using the identical secret key) to obtain their corresponding cipher images. Thirdly, use these two resultant images to calculate the values of NPCR and UACI. Finally, repeat this test for 100 times to calculate the average values of NPCR and UACI, which are listed in Table 10 . In each test, the secret key is randomly selected, and the initial values of Chen's system (i.e. public key) are set to (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )=(-8.319, 12.0456, 36.789). As can be seen in Table 10 , the calculated results of NPCR and UACI are fairly close to their theoretical values with the maximum relative error of 0.072%, thereby showing that the proposed image encryption system has a strong plaintext sensitivity.
Cipher-text sensitivity
The plaintext sensitivity measures the sensitivity of image encryption system, while the cipher-text sensitivity measures the sensitivity of image decryption system. Excellent image decryption system must have a strong cipher-text sensitivity, i.e. the tiny changes in cipher images will lead to that the decrypted images completely different form the original plain images.
Here, take the images of Figs. 4a-4e (i.e. Lena, Baboon, Pepper, All-black and All-white images, respectively) as the tested images. Firstly, encrypt the images of Figs. 4a-4e with the proposed image encryption system to get their corresponding cipher images. Secondly, make slight change for each cipher image (i.e. change its one random pixel's value by 1) to obtain one pair of images with only one different pixel. Thirdly, decrypt this pair of images with the proposed image decryption system (using the same secret key as that used in the encryption system) to obtain the original plain image and one decrypted image. Finally, use these two resultant images to calculate the values of NPCR and UACI. Repeat this test for 100 times to calculate the average values of NPCR and UACI, and then list the results in Table 11 . Note that in each test the secret key is randomly selected, and the initial values of Chen's system (i.e. public key) are set to (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )=(-8.319, 12.0456, 36.789). In Table 11 , the calculated values of NPCR and UACI are approximately equal to their theoretical values with the maximum relative error of 0.072%, which shows that the proposed image decryption system has a strong cipher-text sensitivity.
Public key sensitivity
In the proposed image cryptosystem, Chen's system is used to generate the key streams. The three initial values of Chen's system (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) are open and serve as the public key. The ranges of (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) are slightly smaller than the state space of Chen's system. Here, let x 0 ∈[- 19.23,24.27] , y 0 ∈[-21.03,27.47], z 0 ∈[6.86,44.00], and their step sizes be all 10 -13 .
In the public key sensitivity test, randomly generate a public key (i.e. (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )), and change one element of the public key by 10 -13 while keeping the other two elements unchanged to obtain the slightly changed public key. Then, use these two slightly different public keys separately as the initial values of Chen's system to generate two key streams (i.e. two sets of {X, Y, Z, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 }). Employ the two key streams in the encryption/decryption system to get two resultant images, and calculate the values of NPCR and UACI between the resultant images. Finally, repeat the test for 100 times to get the average values of NPCR and UACI, and list the results in Tables 12-13. Note that in each test a random secret key is used. Tables 12-13 reflect the degree of influence of small changes of public key on the encryption and decryption systems. In Tables 12-13, the calculated values of NPCR and UACI are very close to their theoretical values, i.e. the proposed image cryptosystem have a strong sensitivity on public keys. These also say that one can arbitrarily choose a public key in the public key space.
Encryption and decryption speed
The computer in Section 4 and C# program are used to test the encryption and decryption speed of proposed image cryptosystem. If the time of encrypting/decrypting an image of size M×N is denoted by t 1 or t 2 seconds respectively, then the encryption/decryption speed is 8MN/t 1 or 8MN/t 2 bps respectively. If the time of generating key streams for M×N sized image is denoted by t 3 seconds, then the speed of key stream generating is 8MN/t 3 bps. Here, take the 8-bit grayscale image Lena of size 256×256 pixels as an example, and list the tested results in Table 14 . In general, once the secret key is established between two communication sides, it will be used for a period of time, so the encryption/decryption speed of proposed cryptosystem in Table 14 is referred to 35.018 Mbps or 32.715 Mbps, respectively. While the encryption/decryption speed of proposed system containing the key stream generator is separately 12.400 Mbps or 12.098 Mbps and is equivalent to the speed of one-time pad, which is the speed for the brute-force attacking the system once. Therefore, if the computer used in Section 4 is employed to crack the proposed encryption/decryption system by the brute-force attack method, half of the key space will be tried out and at least 7.7622×10 67 or 7.9557×10 67 years will be required respectively. So, the proposed system can combat the exhaustive attack.
Comparative analysis
In order to prove that the proposed image cryptosystem has excellent performance, the proposed system is compared with AES (in CBC mode) and those systems described in Refs. [27] [28] [29] . All these systems can produce the cipher images with excellent statistical characteristics, so the compared items are limited to the encryption/decryption speed, secret key sensitivity, plaintext sensitivity and cipher-text sensitivity. And the comparison results are listed in Table 15 . Note that (1) the 8-bit grayscale image Lena of size 256×256 pixels is used; (2) the speed of each image encryption/decryption system excludes that of key stream generator; (3) the scheme of AES uses a secret key of length 256 bits [25] ; (4) the scheme in [27] uses a secret key of length 256 bits; (5) the scheme in [28] uses three double-precision floating-point numbers as the secret key (equivalent to the key length of 140 bits); (6) the scheme in [29] uses four double-precision floating-point numbers as the secret key (equivalent to the key length of 186 bits); (7) the values of NPCR and UACI are the average values of 100 tests. From Table 15 , the encryption and decryption speeds of AES are separately 7.2496 and 6.6223 Mbps. If the encryption and decryption speeds of AES are taken as two thresholds, the speed of scheme in [29] is too slow, and the decryption speed of scheme in [28] is also slow (although its encryption speed is very fast). The speeds of both proposed scheme and the scheme in [27] are faster than the thresholds so as to meet the speed requirement.
In fact, the scheme in [28] is essentially a one-time pad system using RSA technology to complete the secret key exchange for each secure communication. So the scheme in [28] has no plaintext and cipher-text sensitivities as shown in Table 15 , and cannot resist the known/chosen plaintext attacks. From Table 15 , the scheme in [27] has no cipher-text sensitivity, which is a defect in resisting the known/chosen cipher-text attacks. The scheme in [29] uses SHA-3 technology and possesses excellent sensitivities as shown in Table 15 , but with very slow encryption/decryption speed, which limits its application. Like the scheme in [29] , the proposed scheme also possesses excellent sensitivities.
So in the five schemes listed in Table 15 , only the proposed scheme has the best comprehensive performance.
Conclusion
Unlike most of recent image cryptosystems based on confusion-diffusion architecture, this paper proposed an image cryptosystem based on substitution-diffusion architecture. The substitution algorithm "removes" the information of original image from the encrypted images, so that the useful information of plain image can be hidden better. Combining the substitution algorithm with the diffusion processes, the proposed scheme makes the changes of each pixel in the plain image affect the whole cipher image. Simulation results show that the proposed image cryptosystem has the characteristics of fast encryption/decryption speed and strong sensitivities. So the proposed system can be used as an alternative scheme for the real network communication.
The substitution technology is widely used in data cryptography. This paper used the S-Box of AES to carry out substitution operation and achieved satisfactory security results. In the proposed scheme, two diffusion processes are used to get the excellent plain/cipher-text sensitivity, which cost a lot of time. The future work will focus on studying the image scheme with new substitution algorithm and only one diffusion process, so as to further improve the encryption/decryption speed without affecting the system security.
